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Five years ago, it became somewhat fashionable to write off Qual-
comm as a spent force whose leadership would be broken once 
the industry moved from CDMA-based technologies, where it 
dominates in IPR and innovation terms, towards the more level 
playing field of OFDM. In 2014, few would be so negative. The 
firm is still in the midst of a huge transition, and will have to 
make the difficult adjustment to being one among many in mobile 
patents, rather than the firm that could call all the shots. It has 
amassed a strong IPR position in LTE, and has consistently been 
first to market with the latest technical advances, but it faces in-
tense pressures from Chinese rivals, amid the shift of the balance 
of revenues in handsets eastwards. 
 
Yet Qualcomm is weathering the storm by facing up to the new 
realities, particularly that the modem, the main source of its un-
assailable power in 3G, is no longer the main driver of innovation 
and success. Yes, ubiquitous cellphones and the internet of things 
will increase volumes for modem and system-on-chip devices, 
but increasingly the margins and the competitive edge – and the 
patents, as the Apple/Samsung battles show – are concentrated 
in other aspects of the increasingly complex mobile device. The 
display, the graphics processors, the arrays of sensors – all these 
are important elements of the modern device, and Qualcomm is 
seeking a position in all of them, and others. 
 
But actual wireless connectivity remains the heart of its business, 
and much of its R&D, and its acquisitions strategy, will still focus 
on this. Reluctantly, Qualcomm dropped its old hostility to unli-
censed spectrum and embraced WiFi with the purchases of Airgo 
and Atheros (though the leopard cannot quite change its spots, 
and Qualcomm is the biggest backer of LTE-U, which harnesses 
the licence-exempt 5GHz frequencies for cellular standards). 
 
But it knows that WiFi is becoming an integral part of the mobile 
landscape as it already was in home and hotspot networking. It is 
not enough for Qualcomm to sell a lot of WiFi chips and integrate 
them tightly (still its key competitive strength) with 3G, LTE, 
Bluetooth and the processor. It needs to be the firm which drives 
the next generation of platforms, establishing the influence of an 

Key Issues  
Qualcomm mulls Wilocity for critical high frequency push 
 US chip giant close to paying $300m for 60GHz WiGig pioneer 
 Will bolster product and IPR position in emerging technology to extend WiFi 
 Even more importantly, it will enhance Qualcomm’s play in ‘5G’ access 
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